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1 
This invention relates to a. gauge hatch. 
An object of the invention is to provide a hatch 

of the character described specially designed for 
use on oil tanks and which is of such construc 
tion as to reduce the waste due to the escape of 
hydrocarbon vapors when gauging, or taking 
samples from, the tank. 

It is another object of the present invention to 
provide a gauge hatch for use on oil tanks which 
will reduce the danger to the gauger due to they 
escape of tank vapors containing hydrogen-sul 
phide or other toxic gases while gauging, ortak 
ing samples from, an oil tank. _ 
Other objects and advantages will be apparent 

from the fol-lowing speci?cation which is illus 
trated by the accompanying drawings, wherein: 
Figure 1 is a side elevation of the gauge hatch 

shown in closed position. 
Figure 2 is a plan view thereof. 
Figure 3 is a vertical, sectional view of the 

gauge hatch shown in closed position. 
Figure 4 is a transverse, sectional view thereof 

taken on the line 4-4 of Figure 3, and 
Figure 5 is a vertical, sectional view showing 

the gauge hatch in open position. _ 
Referring now more particularly to the draw 

ings wherein like numerals of reference designate 
the same parts in each of the ?gures, the numeral 
I designates a tubular base for the hatch which is 
adapted to be screwed into the top of an oil 
tank 2. 
The numeral 3 designates the receiving cham 

ber in which an inside cover 4 is mounted, 
Mounted in suitable transversely aligned bear 

ings in, the chamber 3 there is a transverse shaft 
5, one end of which extends out beyond the cham 
ber and ?xed on this extended end there is a foot 
pedal 5. 
Within the chamber 3 and ?xed on the shaft 5 

there is an inwardly extended arm ‘I which has a 
pivotal connection with the top of the cover 4. 

Also ?xed on the shaft _5 and in parallel rela 
tionship with the arm ‘I there is a weight army 8 
terminating in a weight 9 which normally holds 
the cover 4 closed and which automatically closes 
it when the foot pedal 6 is released. When closed 
the cover 4 formsa seal with the upper end of the 
base I. 
The upper end of the chamber, or casing, 3 is 

reduced in diameter forming an upwardly ex 
tended tubular neck It whose upper end is pref 
erablytur'ned at an angle to the axis of said neck 
and is formed with an annular seat I I. 
Beneath said overturned end of the neck II 

there is an outwardly extended lug I2 having a 
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2‘ . 
transverse bearing to receive the shaft I3 and 
there is an arm I4 to the upper end of which the 
outside cover I5 has a pivotal, rotatable, connec 
tion- The other end of said arm is bifurcated and 
embraces the lug I2 and has" aligned bearings to 
receive the ends of the shaft I3. I These arms are 
extended beyond the lug I2 thus forming stops, 
as I6, which limit the opening movement of the 
outside cover I5 by their engagement with the 
neck I0 when said outside cover is in open posi 
tion so that said cover will fall by gravity into 
closed position, under the in?uence of the weight 
of a hand lever I1. _ I 

This outside cover-“I5 may be opened by means 
of a hand lever H which is ?xed to the. shaft I3 
and extends across alongside the neck Ill and is 
of su?icient length and weight to normally hold 
the cover I5 securely closed‘. 7 V 

The casing, or. chamber, 3, is rotatably sup 
ported on an annular ledge I8 on the base I so 
that said casing and the assembly carried thereby 
can be readily turned relative to the base. 
To make provision for this turning the lower 

end of the casing 3 is provided with a laterally 
extended ear 20 whereby the operator, with his 
foot, can readily rotate the upper assembly but 
said upper assembly is maintained against de 
tachment from the base by set screws,- as 72 I, 
which are screwed through the lower end of the 
casing 3 and whose inner ends project into an 
annular groove 22 about the base I above the 
ledge I8. a 
The object of this arrangement to permit the 

upper assembly to rotate about the base is to 
enable the gauger to turn the hatchinto position 
so that he may stand with his back toward the 
oncoming wind while gauging or sampling, the 
tank to the end that toxic vapors will be carried 
away from him. ,_ 

The seat I I is provided with av narrow shallow 
groove 23 of a width and depth to snugly, but 
loosely, receive the tape line, or rope, 24 to which 
the plumb bob 25 is attached. 
When the hatch has been properly positioned 

with respect to the direction of the wind the oper 
atormay open the outside cover I5 by lifting the 
hand lever I‘! and may insert the plumb bob into 
the receiving chamber with the tape in the groove 
23. The outside cover I5 is then closed by re 
leasing the hand lever H. 
The foot pedal? is then depressedby the gauger 

and the inside’ cover Iimoved to open. position; as 
indicated in. Figure 5';v The plumb bob may then 
be lowered into the tank with the inside cover 4 
open and the outside cover I5 closed. 
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A gauge reading may then be taken by pullin 
the tape through the slot 23 and without opening 
the outside cover IS. The clearance between the 
slot 23 and the outside cover [5 is great enough 
so as not to wipe 011 the oil from the numbered 
side of the tape. 
The small amount of gas that escapes through 

the clearance space of slot 23 around the tape will 
be carried by the wind away from the gauger. 

After the tank has been gauged and the plumb 
bob is pulled back up into the receiving chamber 
3 the foot pedal 6 may then be released which 
allows the inside cover 4 to move to closed po 
sition and to shut oif the vapors coming from 
the tank. 
The outside cover I5 is then opened and the 

plumb bob is removed from the hatch. 
The stop 26 comes into contact with the in 

side wall of the casing 3 when the inside cover 
reaches its Vertical or open position. When the 
foot pedal 6 is released the counterweight 9 
will automatically move the cover 4 to closed 
position. 

It may be stated that instead of the plumb ' 
bob 25 a thief, or container, may be attached 
to the inner end of the tape, or cord, 24 and 
lowered into the tank in a manner similar to 
that above explained and a sample of the oil 
in the tank, at any required depth, may be ob 
tained and withdrawn by the same procedure as 
the withdrawal of the plumb bob. 
The drawings and description are illustrative 

merely while the broad principle of the inven 
tion will be de?ned by the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. A hatch for a tank comprising, a tubular 

base adapted to be mounted on a tank, a casing 
containing a receiving chamber and rotatably 
mounted on the base, an upper seat on the 
casing, a lower seat on the base within the 
chamber, upper and lower independently oper 
able covers arranged to automatically close onto 
said seats, to seal oil the chamber from the 
tank and from the outside atmosphere, the 
hatch having a passageway between the upper 
seat and its cover to receive an operating tape 
or cord, for lowering a plumb bob or a sample 
container into the tank. 

2. A batch for a tank comprising, a tubular 
base adapted to be mounted on a tank and having ‘ 
an upper end seat, a casing containing a re 
ceiving chamber and rotatably mounted on the 
base and enclosing said seat, a seat on the upper 
end of the casing, upper and lower covers ar 
ranged to automatically close onto said seats to 
seal off the chamber from the tank and from 
the outside atmosphere, said hatch having a 
passageway into the chamber between the upper 
cover and its seat to receive an operating tape 
or cord for lowering and withdrawing a plumb 
bob or a sample containing into or from the 
tank. 

3. A hatch for a tank comprising, a tubular 
connection adapted to be mounted on and con 
nected into a tank, a casing containing a re 
ceiving chamber and rotatably mounted on said 
connection, a lower seat on the connection within 
the chamber, an upper seat on the casing, upper 
and lower covers which, when opened, are ar 
ranged to automatically close onto said seats 
to close off the chamber from the outside atmos~ 
phere and from said tank, means positioned to 
be operated simultaneously or alternatively by 
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4 
a common operator and connected to said covers 
whereby the covers may be opened said hatch 
having a passageway between the upper cover 
and its seat and means accessible to an operator 
for opening said covers. 

4. A hatch for a tank comprising, a tubular 
connection adapted to be mounted on and con 
nected into a tank, a casing containing a re 
ceiving chamber and rotatably mounted on said 
connection, a lower seat on the connection with 
in the chamber an upper seat on the casing, 
upper and lower covers which, when opened, are 
arranged to automatically close onto said seats 
to close off the chamber from the outside atmos 
phere and from said tank, said hatch having a 
passageway between the upper cover and its 
seat for the passage of a tape or cord, means 
accessible to an operator for opening the lower 
cover, a weight normally tending to close the 
lower cover, means accessible to an operator for 
opening the upper cover, said cover opening 
means being so relatively located that a com 
mon operator may simultaneously control both 
covers. 

5. A hatch for a tank comprising, a tubular 
connection adapted to be mounted on and con 
nected into a tank, a casing containing a receiv 
ing chamber mounted on said connection, a 
lower seat on the connection within the cham 
ber, an upper seat on the casing, upper and lower 
covers which, when opened, are arranged to 
automatically close onto said seats to close off 
the chamber from the outside atmosphere and 
from said tank, said covers being spaced apart 
a su?icient distance to provide space between 
them for a plumb bob or a sample receiving 
container, said hatch having a passageway be 
tween the upper cover and its seat for the pas 
sage of a tape or cord for operating said plumb 
bob or container into the tank or into the space 
between said covers and separate means ac 
cessible to a common operator for opening said 
covers either simultaneously or alternatively. 

6. In a hatch for a tank a tubular connection 
adapted to be mounted on and connected into 
the tank, a casing containing a receiving cham 
ber mounted on said connection, a seat on said 
connection within the chamber, a cover within 
the chamber which when open is arranged to 
automatically close onto said seat to close 011 the 
chamber from the tank, means externally of the 
chamber operative to move said cover to open 
position, a weight connected to said opening 
means and arranged to be operated by gravity 
to move said cover to closed position and closure 
means operable independently of the cover to 
close off the chamber from the outside atmos 
phere. 
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